A Bolivian tale
The new route through to La Paz had been a god send for many of the poor in that part of Bolivia, but as is often the case there were as many losers as there were winners.  The new road was a lot longer than the original route, and instead of going through the mountains it skirted around them, but the biggest benefit was that it was wide and safe.  The old road through the mountains was often blocked, or washed out, and was known to be rather dangerous as there were some bandits who made the life of the villagers, farmers and visitors very difficult indeed demanding money and food on a regular basis.  With the road diverted the villagers were finding it increasingly hard to supply the bandit’s demands and had recently turned to increasingly more extreme measures to keep feeding their families and children. 
Now due to some very bad weather which had resulted in mudslides further up country there were lots of people moving south and some of these would be going to be taking the old mountain road.  In previous years many never made it as cars, vans Lorrie and buses often crashed off the road, but the authorities never cared and it was this that started some of the village elders beginning to think about the unthinkable.  Somehow they needed to keep some 200 people fed as well as not upsetting the bandits so slowly they began to plan and to talk to the others in the village, at first there was a lot of resistance to what was being planned, however “when needs must, the devil drives!”  
Angelique had worked in the French Embassy in La Paz for some time, and had gone to visit some of her friends up country and had fallen in love with the wild rugged mountains and lakes and valleys.  She had never felt afraid when travelling even in the most inhospitable parts of this wild and beautiful country and as a result of this she was asked if she would be willing to drive some of the embassy children down to the coast where they were due to embark upon a fortnights camping.  She would have her friend Claudette with her in the mini bus to help her with the 6 girls and 2 boys who would be going on holiday.  Some guys from the embassy had loaded the roof racks of the minibus with all the camping gear and stowed the food on board and they were ready to go.
The journey was pretty uneventful for the first hour or so, but then the heavens opened and they drove into a violent thunderstorm and gradually the road began to flood.  After about an hour of this Angelique decided to pull over in the next village and wait it out, the kids were excited about the holiday and didn’t really seem to care.  The town in which they paused was much like any other; however they found a reasonably furnished and equipped restaurant where they took a break.  Whilst there Angelique and Claudette sought out the local Police Chief and asked what the likelihood was that they could make it through to their destination before nightfall.  He shrugged and said they might, or they might not, but if they were they would need to depart within the hour, the roads should be okay though as they would be going over a ridge of mountains and the extra elevation would have stopped the storm.  
As they left him, he picked up his telephone and spoke to his cousin Jose who was a policeman further up into the mountains and told him that there was a minibus on its way and to keep an eye out for it.  The weather began to ease and the two women shepherded the children back into the minibus and started on their way again.  The road began to clear, but there was little traffic on it.  As they climbed into the mountains they could see clouds shrouding the peaks.  Ahead of them there was a road-block and a policeman stood in middle guarding it and preventing vehicles passing it.  Angelique stopped and asked what the problem was and received the news that there had been a major landslide that had taken the road out completely about 2 kilometres further on down.  He explained that the only way was to take the old road through the mountains, but he said that this was fine as he had only just come through that way.  Angelique wasn’t so sure, but they had come too far to turn around and besides the policeman seemed so positive and reassuring.  He suggested that they would at least make it as far as La Fuertes, which was his home town and they could stop there if necessary.  Angelique and Claudette weren’t too sure and tried to ring the embassy, but their phones could get no signal.  The policemen explained that there was no chance of picking up a satellite signal until they reached the valley the other side of La Fuertes but that they could call from the hotel in that town.  Angelique decided to take a chance and took the turning indicated by the policeman and started the drive along the old and rutted road across the mountains.  Once they were safely out of sight Jose took the road-block down and contacted his cousin Alfredo on his radio.
They made slow progress up the worn-out road but eventually they reached La Fuertes and it was worse than the women had feared.  They were met by another policeman who waved them down.  There was some bandit activity ahead and he strongly suggested that they park up for the night as it wouldn’t be safe to continue on at that time.  There would be plenty of room in the hotel as they didn’t get too many guests at this time of the year.  Angelique and Claudette took the minibus to the building they had been directed to and found themselves talking to a very handsome man who owned the hotel.  He assured them that they would be well looked after and not to worry about the costs, he would invoice the French Embassy and he was sure there would be no problems.  He explained that he couldn’t contact them at that time as all the phone lines were down, probably as a result of the storms.  He showed them to 5 double rooms which all seemed clean and had fresh linen in the beds.  Dinner would be served within the hour.
The two women sorted out who was sleeping with whom and then told them to go and freshen up.  The meal was pretty basic but quite tasty; it was a pork dish with some vegetables and a milky dessert.  After they had all eaten their fill Angelique packed the kids away for an early night before she and Claudette joined their host over a small after dinner drink.   It had pleasant taste and warmed its way into her belly, and she readily accepted a second as did Claudette.  Whether it was the exertions of the day or not she began to feel very tired and found herself beginning to nod off.  Once their host was sure that they two women were in fact unconscious job and that the drugged drink had done its job. He called for some assistance and was joined by his wife and two burly men.   Claudette and then Angelique were picked up and taken to an outside annex where they were swiftly stripped naked.  A short while later their erstwhile host joined the others in the annex and looked at the two women lying naked on a wooden butchers table. He reached over and felt their flesh admiring the silky soft flesh and firm but lean meat on their thighs.  He helped hang them by their ankles and watched as his wife slit their throats and wrists and let them bleed out.  They would be butchered overnight and taken to the special market in the morning.  
The children had been locked in their rooms and their windows were barred and nailed closed as the men and women of La Fuertes had plans for them.  The hotel manager and his wife had already earmarked most of them for special treatment the following day, but had selected one of the girls as replacement for the meat that had been fed to them all that evening.  However he and his brother were going to enjoy the company of two of the girls once his cousin Jose booked off duty and joined him at the hotel, which should be in about an hour’s time.  Jose actually arrived a little later than planned due to having to deal with a genuine landslip and he needed a warm bath first.  Alfredo told him when he had dried off that he and his wife and identified two tasty young morsels for them to enjoy and they were in a room away from the other girls and any noises that they made couldn’t be heard by the others.  So it was that Alfredo and his cousin Jose visited two of the young French girls.  Anna Marie and Celeste who were both about fourteen years of age and totally innocent and unspoiled.
The girls were asleep in their beds when the men entered, it is hard to say who awoke first but one moment they were fast asleep, the next they were screaming, though their screams were cut short when knives were held to their throats!  Alfredo used his knife to cut open Anne Marie’s nightdress exposing a pair of small but perfectly formed breasts with pert pink nipples, Jose and Celeste watched on intently as Alfredo began to strip the girl in front of him, then he tore her panties off and she was naked and quivering before him. He knelt astride her and began to loosen his trousers and took his rapidly enlarging cock out of his pants Anna Marie watched petrified as he lowered himself onto her tender unsullied flesh.  Then he manoeuvred himself till she was pinned under him with her legs spread widely and reaching down he took his cock in his fingers and guided it between her pussy lips and then he thrust with his hips, she yelped like a beaten dog as he tore into her tight sex first slowly, then he withdrew and started a rhythmic thrusting and plunged deeper into her and then he started humping her gradually increasing his pace and intensity.
Jose was now feeling really horny and Celeste terrified, he reached out and tore the girls pyjama jacket open, her breasts were slightly smaller but her nipples were darker and more pronounced, he pushed her down onto the bed and sucked her nipples into his mouth she just lay there semi rigid in fear as to what she knew was to follow.  He moved upwards and kissed her on her lips and tasted her mouth and tongue, before slowly moving back down her body kissing her firm belly around the navel, and then after tugging her pyjama bottoms down he tasted her virgin pussy, his tongue parting her lips sensuously and then tasting her clit, he felt her shiver as he did this, then he removed his trousers and pants and spreading her legs he took her cherry and she whimpered slightly as she knew she was going to be ravaged time and time again. The two guys took it in turns with the girls, first their pussys, and then they rolled the girls over and reamed their little arses, before eventually forcing their cocks into the girl’s mouths and shooting their loads of cum into them and making them savour the taste before swallowing the loads.  The girls must have thought their ordeals were over as the men redressed and left the room.  Claudette and Anna Marie cuddled up together and cried themselves back to sleep.  In the morning however another and nastier surprise awaited them.
The townsfolk had been told that there was to be a distribution of meat in the morning and they gathered in the Town hall and waited to see what was going to be delivered to them.  At the rear on the dais there was a pedestal and behind this stood Alfredo.  He was explaining what was planned, they had managed to secure for the townsfolk some nice tender meat that would go in no small way to feeding them all for some time to come, some had already been prepared more would be prepared over the day, but they were going to bring in some of the animals that would provide the meat shortly.  He indicated behind him at a number of hooks hanging from the ceiling, and as he did so Anna Marie was dragged in naked again with her hands tied in front of her, she struggled but without any real hope and to gasps from the audience she was hung by her wrists from one of the hooks.  Claudette was the next to come in and she was hung alongside her friend, their naked bodies wriggling in looked extremely tasty.  
Alfredo then watched on as the six children were brought in, first the two boys who were blonde and also about 14 years of age, then the remaining girls who ranged from about 8 to 12 years old.  Each was naked and left hanging for all to see and enjoy.  One of the boys started to shout that they wouldn’t get away with whatever they were going to do, as Angelique and Claudette would get help.  Jose laughed out loud and told the boy to be quiet and then told him that the women were in no position to help anyone, apart from the townsfolk!  He walked over to him and started feeling his flesh, squeezing his cock and balls and then asked him what he thought was going to happen to them, and before he could answer he answered his own question, and said they were all going to be turned into meat, then pausing for effect he added… “Eventually!”  The boy paled visibly, Alfredo walked over to the side of the stage and returned carrying a nice shapely leg of meat, and announced that they were sending this to the school together with another one so that the kids wouldn’t have to manage on off-cuts.  Then turning to the hanging children he showed them the leg, and added “Claudette’s leg!”
The joints of meat from Claudette and Angelique were brought in and placed on some tables and Jose and Alfredo began to divide the joints up amongst the neediest people.  The offal was put to one side to be divided up later when all the offal from all the meat animals was pulled together.  Then it was time to start working on the other meat animals.  All the children then had numbers stuck onto them and Alfredo invited the crowd to come on the stage and examine the meat animals and decide which animals should be butchered first and how.  The men then stood aside as the townsfolk came up to inspect their potential dinners and suppers.  The children wriggled and writhed as they were fondled and explored.  Hands and fingers kneaded the flesh, probing and squeezing gauging the quality of the meat and trying to decide who and what they all wanted.  
After about ten minutes everyone had regained their seats and Alfredo called them all to order and explained how the next session was going to be organised.  Every person in the room had a number of “Meat Credits” which could be used to purchase meats and each of the meat animals would be sold off according to a set of tariffs that had been distributed beforehand.  A number of those assembled were working together or working on behalf of groups of people and had bigger purchasing power.  One example of this was the manager of a residential home for a number of senior citizens.  Every adult had the same number of credits; children were given a lower number, and pregnant women additional credits.  First of all there would be a vote on which order the meat would be sold off, if more than one person wanted same cut of meat lots would be drawn.  It wouldn’t be a quick process but it would be as fair as it could be.  Before the order was agreed there would be the opportunity for any syndicates to make special bids and as long as there were no objections they could “jump” the queue.
There was only one syndicate bid and that came from the residential home.  It transpired that they had enough meat credits to pay for the whole of the youngest girl.  The manager explained that he thought they were due something special, and the girl was definitely that.  Alfredo went over to the girl, number 8, and looked at her, and then asked if there were any objections from the rest of the audience, as there were none he made a note in his ledger and indicated for the girl to be taken away!  The voting was then done and the two boys were to be the first 2 meat animals to be sold off.  The first boy was then allocated joint by joint he started to shout, so was gagged, but the sale went on.  He was sold off from the feet up, his feet were first to go at just one credit for the pair, then his calf meat at two credits each, then his thighs were sold as three roasts each three credits, before his buttock steaks were sold off as four lots also for three credits each.  His cock and balls went for two credits but there were five different bids so lots were drawn.  His belly went for three credits, his ribs were sold as four lots each as three credits, his shoulders for three as well and the rest of his arms for two each.  All his offal would be added to the pile for allocation later.  Once the entire boy had been allocated Jose marked the boy using a pen showing the butcher how to butcher the boy as well as a reference that mapped to the information in Alfredo’s ledger.  He was then taken down and wriggling and kicking carried off to be processed.
Over the next couple of hours the other boy and the girls were allocated out to the assembled throng.  As the last girl a pretty ten year old was allocated a number of people managed to get some prime meat without opposition as there was nearly more meat than people had credits for.  Eventually all the meat animals were allocated, and Jose and Alfredo went over to help out with the butchering and to collect their own allocation.  When they entered there were still three girls alive and hanging from the rafters they looked terrified, but that wasn’t really surprising as they were witnessing their friends being slaughtered and butchered in front of their own eyes.  On the table was Celeste or rather what remained of her as she was missing her head arms and legs.  Her fore ribs and pert breasts were being chopped up and removed before she was flipped over and her rump carved off in four steaks.  Alfredo’s wife then carved off the girl’s pussy fillet and popped it to one side for her husband, it lay on top of another one that was for Jose, and was some of their allocation.
The next girl was lifted down and her ankles tied before she was hung up again from the ceiling, this time over a large tin bucket that was already half full of blood her arms were held firmly behind her and her throat sliced open and then her wrists were also sliced to help the blood drain.  Whilst this was going on the joints of meat were being wrapped and labelled before being taken to the people who had selected them in the allocation.  The new girl had nearly stopped draining and she was moved over onto another hook by the butchering table and the last but one girl was brought over, and the process of slaughtering and draining repeated.  This only left one girl, a slim slender twelve year old who had lightly tanned flesh and extremely well defined but small breasts, Jose ran his hand over them and then slowly down her ribs and belly and down to her pubis.  He felt her tight sex and smiled, it was still intact, and was the last piece of his allocation.  The rest of it was her rump and the fillet from Anna Marie.  Then it was her time for slaughtering, she barely wriggled as she was taken down, inverted and slaughtered.
The butchering continued for some time but eventually it was over and the meat delivered to those who had had it allocated to them.  At the residential home the elderly people were told that they would be having a very special meal prepared for them that evening and it was amazing how just this news picked their spirits up, they hadn’t really had anything wholesome to eat for quite some time.  In the kitchen the youngest of the children was being prepared for the evening meal, her offal had been removed through her belly that had been split open.  The liver was being cut up and readied for deep frying, this was one of the cook’s favourite starters and he thought it would make a nice starter for the special meal.  Although they had a commercial oven the girl would still be a tight squeeze inside even with her head removed so he trussed her up with her knees up to her chest and her elbows down by her side.  Before being popped into the oven the girl was rubbed all over with pure virgin olive oil and had some cracked peppercorns rubbed into her as well.  Gutted and with her head hands and feet removed she weighed around 26lbs so the cook made the necessary calculations and popped her on to cook.
Later that day the senior citizens were all seated around the large dining table that hadn’t seen much use of late and they were in a sort of party mood.  There was a starter brought out which was deep fried liver on a bed of salad leaves with a balsamic vinegar dressing, it wasn’t something the old folk had ever experienced before but they all agreed it was really nice.  Then came the moment of truth as far as the cook and manager of the residential home was concerned, the main course, it could have been carved in the kitchen, but instead it was brought out on a trolley and then uncovered in front of them before being carved.  There were a number of short gasps when they realised what it was, but there was no disgust or horror.  The manager cast his eyes around the diners to gauge their reaction and he was not surprised that there wasn’t any revulsion as it was in their genes.  Historically there were records of ritual and non-ritual cannibalism throughout the mountains and as a result of this he suspected that this was the reason that there had been so little resistance when the idea of supplementing the food with travellers passing through.  The girl’s carcass had the crackling removed from her back and then they started carving.  The meat was done to perfection and almost fell off the bones, gradually the meat was eaten and seconds were had by all of them.  The cook realised that there was barely enough for a second meal the next day without cooking up her hands and feet.
That night in most of the houses around the town there was the smell of freshly roasted Longpig as people cooked some of their allocated meat.  The meat from the two women had been sent to a number of places, including the school so that there would be plenty of meat for the children for at least a few weeks.  Alfredo his wife and Cousin Jose were enjoying their meal and Jose had a braised pussy fillet as his main course with various root vegetables and he had to admit that it was sweeter than he could possibly have imagined.  His cousin was enjoying some rump steak having decided to have his pussy fillet another day, his wife was tucking into a small but succulent cock and balls from one of the boys supplemented by a small slice of thigh that she had carved off her allocated thigh roast.  They toasted their family and in particular Cousin Pablo, the police chief cousin who had telephoned Jose with the news that a potential harvest was en route.  He would be arriving in the morning to claim his own cut of the meat that had been harvested.


